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INTRODUCTION
1.0

Confirmation of Brief and Extent of Inspection
The inspection was carried out in accordance with instructions received from Colney
Heath Parish Council.
The inspection was undertaken on 26th May 2020, during which time the weather was
dry and sunny.
This report was prepared following a visual inspection of those readily accessible parts
of the external fabric, internal parts and the grounds and boundaries. We have not
commented on those areas which were inaccessible or occupied, at the time of
inspection.
The inspections were undertaken by foot and not with the benefit of any specialist
equipment and did not extend to hidden, inaccessible parts or surfaces concealed at
the time of the inspection.
No tests were carried out to the services installations and, similarly, no tests were
carried out to establish the presence, or otherwise, of deleterious materials on or
around the site.
No assessment was made of the ground conditions or any tests undertaken to
determine the nature of the foundations or the presence of ground contamination.
Similarly, no assessment was made of the underground drainage systems.
This report provides an outline of the condition of the external features of the building,
internal parts and the grounds and boundaries, which were accessible at the time of
inspection and highlights significant items of repair or redecoration anticipated and
recommended over the forthcoming 10 year period.
This report does not identify day to day items of maintenance or routine servicing, such
as replacing lamps or cleaning floor coverings or sanitaryware. The report, therefore,
concentrates on the structure and fabric of those external features and internal
common areas, highlighting items which are recommended to be undertaken during the
period for budgeting purposes. The timing of expenditure is based on an assessment
of when maintenance repairs can be expected which, if left, may result in a
deterioration of the fabric.
With the exception of a small number of items, the majority of the recommendations
herein comprise maintenance works of a non-urgent nature and could be deferred to
subsequent years, subject to current and future budgetary constraints and any special
requirements.
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Costings provided within Appendix A are for budgeting purposes only and are not
based upon detailed specifications of works, which should be prepared nearer the time
when the final scope of works for each individual work package has been determined.
The costings make no allowance for VAT or professional fees, which may be incurred
subject to the chosen procurement route and are based on today’s prices with no
allowance for inflation.
Where multiple repair or maintenance options have been provided in the Elemental
Schedule, for example for repair or replacement of the roof coverings, it should be
noted that only one of the cost options has been included in the sub-total at the bottom
of the schedule. For clarity, the alternative cost option which is not included in the subtotal is highlighted yellow.
The timing and method of procurement of the works will impact upon the costs and it
will be prudent to package as many of the individual works items in order to gain
maximum economies. For example, it is normal for external redecoration to be
arranged on a 3-5 year basis, as this is a usual timescale adopted to ensure that
painted surfaces are suitably protected and maintained against decay, which can occur
if the paint surface breaks down. However, it may be necessary to budget for the
proposed works packages and spread the expenditure over the lifetime of the
programme subject to financial constraints.
There may be separate budgets being held for day to day reactive maintenance works
and for improvements to the site, which may be considered for reasons other than
maintenance and repair. For the purpose of this assessment, no consideration has
been given to the anticipated costs of minor maintenance repairs or any improvements
under consideration and it is assumed that these will be allocated separately.
As outlined, this report provides a summary of potential expenditure over the period.
The exact timing of expenditure would depend on many factors, including budgeting
constraints and priorities arising. Under normal circumstances, it is recommended that
this report is considered for overall budgeting purposes but the actual expenditure for
any particular year should be determined by an annual inspection, when a further
assessment can be made on the need to undertake works at that time or if certain
works can be brought forward, or deferred, depending on the policy in place and the
relevant priorities.
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DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION
2.0

Main Building

2.1

Description

2.1.1

The subject property is a single storey Scout Hut believed to have been constructed in
the early 1980’s. The building is formed with a steel portal frame with prefabricated
concrete post and panelled walls and a dual pitched roof finished externally with
corrugated asbestos cement sheeting.

2.1.2

The windows to the property are uPVC double glazed units and the doors are flush
metal doors with metal frames panic push bars ironmongery.

2.1.3

The property is situated on Green Belt land in Colney Heath located in Roestock Park
with the Scout Hut boundaries formed with chainlink fencing and a number of trees and
bushes.

2.2

Roof

2.2.1

The dual pitched roof over the building is formed with a steel portal frame finished
externally with corrugated asbestos cement roof sheets fixed to galvanised steel purlins
with internal lining panels to the underside of the roof slopes. The roof generally
appears uniform but the external roof sheets are covered with moss, lichen and other
vegetation and debris.

2.2.2

The exposed areas of asbestos cement sheeting are weathered and various cracks
were noted to the surfaces and some of the fixing bolts were noted to be displaced.
Holes were also noted to the asbestos cement verge trims.

2.2.3

The asbestos cement roof coverings appear to be approaching the end of their
serviceable life. The recommended and long term solution would be to replace the roof
coverings entirely which may also require upgrading of the roof structure.

2.2.4

If funds are not available for the complete replacement of roof coverings then careful
removal of vegetation and cleaning of roof sheets is recommended before partial repair
and replacement of damaged roof sheets and waterproof coating of roof sheets to
prolong the life of the existing roof. It should be noted that this will not guarantee the
roof will be watertight. Some of the internal lining panels will require resecuring where
displaced or replacement where damaged.

2.3

Rainwater Goods

2.3.1

The property is provided with uPVC rainwater gutters at the eaves to the front and rear
connecting to painted metal rainwater downpipes which discharge into gullies in the
ground adjacent.

2.3.2

It wasn’t raining at the time of our inspection therefore we cannot confirm if the gutter
joints are watertight and that rainwater runs off to outlets and downpipes adequately
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but the gutters generally appear in fair condition and free from significant defects.
Periodic clearing and cleaning of rainwater goods will be required to prevent blockages
and water overflowing from gutters.
2.3.3

The rainwater downpipes discharge to larger diameter gullies which are not provided
with gratings. Gratings should be provided to gullies to prevent blockages.

2.4

External Walls

2.4.1

The external walls are formed with pre-fabricated concrete post and panel system
externally with what appears to be a solid masonry inner skin with painted plaster
finishes internally.

2.4.2

With exception of a few minor cracks and minor damage to the post adjacent to the
main double entrance doors the walls appear free from significant visual defect and
generally appear uniform.

2.4.3

The painted finishes to the external faces of the concrete panels and posts are
weathered and flaking in various areas. Some minor staining is also noted to the
painted wall finishes. External redecoration is recommended every 3-5 years

2.5

External Joinery

2.5.1

The flush metal security fire escape doors and frames to main entrance and rear fire
exit are both operational and in good condition. The doors are likely to require
redecoration ever 3-5 years.

2.5.2

The windows throughout the property are in poor condition with many failed double
glazed units and some appear distorted by the weight of concrete wall panels resting
directly on windows we assume without any support or lintels present. Complete
replacement of windows is recommended with new double glazed uPVC casements.
To avoid a repeat of the distortion of the windows and failure of the glazed units the
concrete wall panels above windows should either be replaced with lightweight panels
or cladding, or alternatively be supported with the installation of lintels to avoid
compression of the windows which they are not designed for.

2.6

Ceilings

2.6.1

The ceilings to the main hall are formed with internal fibre board panels to the
underside of the roof slopes supported on steel purlins which span between the steel
portal frame. With reference to the asbestos survey we understand the lining panels
contain asbestos so care must be taken when any works are undertaken. Some of the
lining panels are water stained or displaced and most of the panels are beginning to
bow.

2.6.2

As a minimum, any damaged lining panels to the underside of the roof slopes in the
hall should be carefully removed and replaced and any displaced sound panels
resecured. Redecoration would also be beneficial if retained.
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2.6.3

As noted in the roof section, if the longer term and higher cost solution of full roof
replacement is proposed with modern insulated metal roof sheets then it should not be
necessary to provide internal lining panels or decorate in the internal faces of the roof
panels.

2.6.4

The ceilings to the other rooms are finished with painted plaster. There are a number of
areas of cracked and hollow plaster to the ceilings which require repair prior to
redecoration.

2.7

Internal Walls & Partitions

2.7.1

The internal walls and partitions are formed in masonry up to ceiling level with the
upper part of the full height wall in the hall formed with timber studwork. The walls are
finished with painted plaster and ceramic tiles to splashbacks.

2.7.2

Some of the plaster finishes to walls in the WCs, fire escape corridor and the hall are
noted to be cracked and hollow. The extent of cracking does not appear to have
increased significantly since our previous inspection in 2017 but will require repair prior
to redecoration.

2.8

Floors

2.8.1

The floor to the hall is formed with a suspended timber floor with vinyl floor finishes.
The floors to all other areas are solid also covered with vinyl finishes.

2.8.2

There are multiple unfixed door mats present inside the main entrance doors which
could be a trip hazard. Install a recessed matwell with matting finished flush with
internal floor level.

2.8.3

The raised timber floor to the hall does not appear to be ventilated which could cause
moisture build up in the void and lead to timber decay. It is recommended that subfloor
ventilation be introduced with the installation of air bricks.

2.8.4

Some minor movement appears to have occurred to the solid floor in the leaders room
which is slightly uneven with gaps also beneath the skirtings. The solid floor adjacent to
the front left hand store room also appears slightly hollow. If floor coverings are
replaced then the floor structure should be inspected and any required repairs
undertaken before new finishes are applied. This may also be a good opportunity to
level the areas of floor which are uneven.

2.8.5

The vinyl floor finishes are in serviceable condition although they are a little dated. It is
assumed the tenant will clean and maintain them. You may wish to consider
replacement with safety vinyl flooring, particularly in the WCs and kitchen areas.
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2.9

Internal Joinery

2.9.1

The internal doors and glazing are lightweight and do not appear to be fire rated. There
are also no closers or intumescent seals present and the majority of doors are not
provided with closers. Depending on the outcome of the Fire Risk Assessment it may
be necessary to replace and upgrade the doors and glazing to the openings in the fire
escape corridor.

2.9.2

The internal joinery will require periodic redecoration.

2.9.3

The boiler cupboard appears to have been removed and requires reinstating in the
kitchen.

2.9.4

The housing to the incoming gas and electricity supplies and meters is not particularly
secure and could easily be accessed by visitors and children who we note regularly
use the building. The panel could also fall someone if not correctly secured. Provision
of a more secure and lockable services enclosure is recommended.

2.10

Sanitary Installations

2.10.1

The sanitary fittings are dated and basic but generally functional, with exception of one
of the toilets in the female WC which is marked ‘out of order’ and has the lid to the
cistern removed. The faulty toilet requires repair or replacement so that it is in working
order and the sanitary fittings, cubicles etc require a thorough clean and general
overhaul.

2.10.2

There are currently no disabled WC facilities to the building. It is recommended that a
Building Regulations compliant accessible WC be installed, possibly in place of the
existing store.

2.10.3

There are no hand dryers or paper towel dispenser within the WCs.

2.10.4

There is no hot water provided to the WC wash hand basins. Hot water should be
provided through the installation of point of use water heaters or a supply from the
boiler.

2.10.5

No mechanical ventilation of extraction is provided to the property, the only ventilation
provided is via openable windows and doors. It is recommended that ventilation be
introduced to the WCs and kitchen areas by way of mechanical extractors to remove
moisture and prevent condensation.

3.0

Garages & Outbuildings

3.1.1

A detached single garage is provided to the front left of the property adjacent to the
vehicular entrance gate. The garage is formed with prefabricated concrete posts and
panels. The wall panelling to the rear section has been replaced with blockwork.
Square openings with the wall panels have been infilled with timber panels.

3.1.2

Internal access was not available on our inspection but we understand the intention is
for the garage to be demolished and a new more modern garage or outbuilding to be
constructed which is more secure and requires less maintenance.
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4.0

Grounds & Boundaries

4.1.1

The Scout Hut and detached garage are enclosed by chainlink fencing and a number
of trees and bushes to the boundaries.

4.1.2

The grounds within the fencing are predominantly grass with a tarmac drive from the
car park up to the main entrance at the front. The vegetation is overgrown and in need
of pruning and the grass requires cutting.

4.1.3

The tarmac surfaces have moss and other vegetation and debris which require
cleaning. The surfaces also appear to be spalling with loose tarmac and stones noted.

4.1.4

There is a concrete ramp at the main entrance providing level access. The ramp
requires cleaning and should ideally be provided with handrails in accordance with
Building Regulations requirements.

4.1.5

There is a concrete path at the rear of the property from the fire exit leading around to
the front of the building. This path is stained and covered with moss and vegetation to
the joints. The path is not suitable for wheelchair users as there are steps present and
there is no alternative access from the rear fire exit without going across the grass.
Provision of an accessible fire escape path from the rear fire exit is recommended in
accordance with Building Regulations requirements.

4.1.6

The finishes to vehicular and pedestrian gates to the front boundary are weathered and
metal beginning to corrode. The gates should be treated and redecorated.

4.1.7

There is a public car park to the south of the property which leads to the Scout Hut
driveway. The carpark is separated from the adjacent field with metal bollards.

4.1.8

The surfaces to the public carpark and formed with loose gravel which appears to be
laid over a combination concrete and tarmac which are visible in numerous pitted
areas. The pitted areas could be a trip hazard and it is recommended they are filled in.
Alternatively you may wish to consider complete resurfacing of the car park with tarmac
to provide a smoother level surface.
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REGULATIONS
5.0

Fire Safety

5.1.1

Commission a Fire Safety Risk Assessment for the property, in accordance with the
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005.

5.1.2

Our Inspection noted the following:


At present the only fire detection present is via 2No battery powered smoke
detectors and alarms. It is recommended that a mains powered fire alarm and
detection system is installed.



Fire escape signage to the property is minimal. Improved fire escape signage is
recommended.



Emergency lighting is provided with illuminated fire escape signs at the final
exists and internal double doors to the hall.



Firefighting equipment is provided with fire extinguishers located on escape
routes and at final exits. These will require periodic maintenance



The internal doors are lightweight and are not fire rated or provided with any
smoke or intumescent seals and most do not have closers. Additionally the door
to the leaders room is misfitting to the opening with a large gap at the threshold
potentially comprising the fire escape corridor. There are also hatch doors and
glazed screen the hall and corridor walls which are not fire rated. Ideally doors
and screens within walls on escape routes should be fire rated.

5.1.3

The property is provided with ramped access to the main double entrance doors and
the floors internally are all at one level, however, there are no disabled WC facilities
within the building. Provision of disabled WC facilities are recommended

5.1.4

The secondary fire escape from the hall to the rear right hand side is not provided with
level access and the adjacent path is also not accessible for wheelchair users with
steps present.

5.1.5

Produce and commission an Accessibility Audit for the building and implement any
recommendations, as required.

6.0

Control of Asbestos

6.1.1

A Refurbishment and Demolition Asbestos Survey was previously undertaken by
Clearwater Environmental Ltd in July 2017, which confirmed the presence of asbestos
containing materials on-site, however, states that it is low risk. The recommendation is
simply to manage the existing asbestos containing materials (ACMs) undertaking
regular inspections with removal only proposed if the ACMs become damaged.
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6.1.2

As noted in the roof section above, maintenance or possibly replacement of the
corrugated asbestos cement sheet roof is recommended. Reference should be made
to the Asbestos Survey prior to any works being undertaken. The report should be
made available to anyone undertaking works to ensure they are fully aware of the
asbestos containing materials and that suitable health and safety procedures are
followed in accordance with current legislation for any maintenance or proposed
removal.

7.0

Gas

7.1.1

The Gas Safety Regulations 1998 require an annual safety check on each gas
appliance/flue. Additionally, the supply and meter enclosure located within the male
WC which also houses the electricity intake and consumer unit, is not secure and could
easily be accessed by visitors and children. Provision of a more secure and lockable
services enclosure is recommended

8.0

Electrical Installations

8.1.1

The electrical installation should be tested every five years with any recommended
remedial works undertaken to ensure compliance.

8.1.2

We note there are issues with the external lighting tripping on the distribution board.
The should be resolved along with any other recommended works following testing.

9.0

Legionella

9.1.1

In accordance with the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 1989
(COSHH), Section 3(2) of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and the L8
Approved Code of Practice, these require all water systems to have an assessment of
the risk to Legionnaires Disease.
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APPENDIX A – ELEMENTAL SCHEDULE AND COSTINGS
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION

REMEDY

Corrugated asbestos cement roof
sheets and trims are covered with
moss, lichen and other vegetation and
debris. Roof sheets and trims are
damaged in isolated visible areas

Roof Option 1 – Clean, Repair & Seal

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

EXTERNAL
Roofs

15,000

Carefully clean all vegetation and debris
from roof surfaces and undertake repairs to
damaged roof sheets. Apply Asbestoseal or
similar coating to asbestos cement roof
sheets and trims.
Note: cleaning may reveal more significant
defects which could necessitate compete
replacement.

Corrugated asbestos cement sheeting Roof Option 2 - Replacement
and trims to the main roof generally
approaching end of serviceable and
Carefully remove asbestos cement roof
would benefit from replacement.
sheeting including all fixings, internal panels
etc. and replace with new modern insulated
metal clad roofing system.

Asbestos cement or replacement metal
clad roof sheets and trims will require
regular maintenance and cleaning to
prevent deterioration.

(excluded
from total
beneath)

Undertake regular inspections, cleaning and
maintenance to prevent deterioration.

Access equipment will be required for
Provide access equipment as require to
repair and maintenance to roof and high ensure safe access to undertake initial works
level areas.
and future repair maintenance

Rainwater Goods

50,000

5,000

There are no gratings provided to
surface water gullies.

Provide and install gratings to surface water
gullies.

200

All rainwater goods will require periodic
cleaning and clearing of silt and debris.

Clean and clear through all rainwater gutters,
downpipes and gullies.

300

The painted rainwater downpipes will
require periodic redecoration.

Prepare and redecorate rainwater
downpipes

300
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500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300

300
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION

REMEDY

Walls/Structure

Minor damage noted to concrete post
adjacent to main entrance doors.

Repair concrete post.

The painted finishes to walls are
weathered and stained.

Prepare and redecorate external walls.

External Joinery

Grounds &
Boundaries

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
300

4,000

The doors to the main entrance and fire Prepare and redecorate doors every 3-5
exit are in good condition but
years
redecoration in future is likely to be
required
The windows throughout the property
are in poor condition with many failed
double glazed units and some distorted
by weight of concrete wall panels
resting on windows without lintels.

Remove existing window and replace with
new double glazed uPVC units allowing to
either remove concrete panels above and
install alternative infill panel or lintel to
prevent overloading on window frame and
distortion of frame.

The windows will require periodic
cleaning to prevent premature
deterioration and maintain nice
appearance.

Periodically clean all windows.

4,000

4,000

4,000

300

300

300

10,000

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

250

The grass and vegetation to the
Cut grass and prune all vegetation which is
grounds and boundaries are overgrown overgrown. Regularly maintain grounds and
and require cutting and pruning.
vegetation.
Regular maintenance will be required.

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

Concrete ramp to front and path to the
Clean concrete ramp and paths removing all
rear are stained and covered with moss moss and debris.
and vegetation.

500

Concrete ramp to main entrance should Install handrails to entrance ramp.
have a handrail in accordance with
Building Regulations requirements

1,500
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION

REMEDY

The rear fire escape path is not
Consider alteration of the existing path
accessible for wheelchair users as there introducing a ramp or provide alternative
are steps present.
path with level access.

Tarmac to front of property has moss
Clean all moss vegetation and debris from
and other vegetation and debris present tarmac surfaces.
on surfaces and tarmac appears to be
spalling.

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
5,000

500

Undertake tarmac repairs as required to front
driveway.

2,500

The pedestrian and vehicular gates to
the front boundary and pedestrian gate
to the car park require redecoration.

Prepare and redecorate gates allowing to
treat any corroded metal.

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

Public car park to south of property
formed with loose gravel is pitted n
numerous locations.

Address all pitted areas applying gravel to
match and spreading to provide level
surfaces

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

Drainage

Underground drainage has not been
Undertake CCTV drainage survey of foul and
inspected. A CCTV drainage survey and surface water systems and undertake and
report is recommended.
recommended remedial works.

1,000

Outbuildings

The existing detached garage is
dilapidated and we understand you
propose to replace this.

Demolish existing dilapidated garage and
install new. Budget cost assuming
prefabricated garage building – costs vary
significantly depending on construction and
size.

15,000

If existing roof and fibre board lining
panels to the underside of the roof
slopes are to be retained then the
damaged boards will require
replacement. Sound displaced boards
require resecuring.

Replace and resecure fibre boarding lining
panels to underside of roof slopes in hall.

500

INTERNAL
Ceilings

500
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LOCATION

Walls

Floors

DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION

REMEDY

If retained, the lining panels to the
underside of the roof slopes will require
periodic redecoration.

Prepare and redecorate ceilings to hall.

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
1,350

1,350

1,350

1,350

Note: if roof is replaced with modern system
it may not be necessary to redecorate
underside of roof.

Cracked and hollow plaster is present to Replace all damaged plaster finishes to
ceilings in numerous locations.
ceilings prior to redecoration.

500

The plaster ceiling finishes will require
periodic redecoration.

750

Prepare and redecorate plaster ceiling
finishes.

Some of the plaster finishes to walls are Replace all damaged plaster finishes to walls
cracked and hollow in various locations. prior to redecoration.

500

750

500

The plaster wall finishes will require
periodic redecoration.

Prepare and redecorate plaster wall finishes.

3,650

Multiple unfixed door mats present at
main entrance which can be a trip
hazard

Install recessed matwell and mat to main
entrance flush with internal floor level.

1,500

Raised timber floor to hall not ventilated Introduce ventilation to floor void with air
which could cause moisture build up in bricks.
floor void and failure of the floor due to
timber decay.

1,000

Consider replacement of vinyl floor
finishes and inspect solid floor
structures once exposed.

Replace vinyl floor finishes and undertake
any necessary repairs to solid floors once
exposed.

9,000

Floor finishes will require regular
cleaning and maintenance.

Clean floor finishes as part of ongoing
maintenance assumed to be carried out by
tenant.

(excluded
from total
beneath)
N/A
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750

500

3,650

3,650
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION

REMEDY

Internal Joinery

The internal doors and glazing are
lightweight and do not appear to be fire
rated. There are also no closers or
intumescent seals present and the
majority of doors are not provided with
closers.

Consider replacement of doors on fire
escape route and to compartment walls with
fire rated doors with closers, and seals etc.

4,000

Internal joinery will require periodic
redecoration.

Prepare and redecorate internal joinery.

3,000

Sanitary
Installations

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

The boiler cupboard has been removed Provide and install boiler cupboard.
and requires reinstating in the kitchen.

500

The housing to the gas and electricity
Alter existing services enclosure if retained
intake and meters in the male WC is
or provide and install new improved and
basic and not particularly secure. There secure services cupboard.
is a risk of children removing the front
panel or the panel falling on them

500

The incoming water supply pipe and
stop valve are exposed and accessible
to building users and children.
Installation of boxing to the supply
pipework and stop valve is
recommended.

500

Install timber boxing or similar to house stop
valve and incoming supply pipework.

The sanitary installations, toilet cubicles Thoroughly clean sanitary installations,
and items require cleaning and a
cubicles and associated items undertaking
general overhaul.
minor repairs.

300

Note: Ongoing cleaning and maintenance
assumed to be carried out by tenant and not
included within scheduled costs.
Toilet to female WC marked as ‘out of
order’

Undertake required repair or replacement
ensuring toilet is functional.

There are no disabled WC facilities
within the building.

Provide Building Regulations compliant
accessible WC to the property allowing to
convert existing room or form new room and
services connections etc.

600

10,000
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION

REMEDY

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

There are no hand dryers or paper
towel dispensers to dry your hands.

Provide and install hand dryers or paper
towel dispensers.

750

There is no mechanical extraction
provided to the kitchen or WCs

Provide and install mechanical extractors to
WCs and kitchen.

750

There is no hot water supply to the
wash hand basins in the WCs

Install point of use water heaters or provide
hot water supply to wash hand basins from
boiler.

750

SERVICES
We have not included any budget maintenance costs for the below items, as we recommend you
obtain cost advice from specialist engineers or consultants in this respect. However, we have
identified some common maintenance considerations which should be adopted for the services
installations to the building.
Electrical Services

There should be a regime for periodic
electrical testing in place.
The flood lights were noted to be
tripping on the distribution board.

Cold Water Storage There should be a suitable Risk
Systems
Assessment assessing the risk of
Legionnaires disease.

Undertake electrical testing of communal
electrics every 5 years and allow for minor
upgrading. To be scheduled from the date of
the previous test. Ensure issue with flood
lights tripping is resolved as part of
recommended electrical remedial works.

If not available, commission a Risk
Assessment to be carried out, to identify and
assess the risk of Legionnaires disease.

Arrangements should be made to
check, record and take water samples
and arrange for analysis on the
microbiological activity.

Frequency variable dependent upon Risk
Assessment.

Inspect, clean, service and disinfect, as
necessary, all components of the
storage cisterns.

Frequency dependent upon Risk
Assessment. A maintenance regime may
already be in place and should be continued
regularly.
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LOCATION

DESCRIPTION AND CONDITION

Heating

There is a gas fired boiler located in the Annual servicing of the gas fired boiler
kitchen connecting to pressed steel
should be undertaken and a servicing history
panel radiators throughout the building. kept.

Fire Detection and
Warning System

REMEDY

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 YEAR 6 YEAR 7 YEAR 8 YEAR 9 YEAR 10
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

The existing radiators are not low
surface temperature (LST) or provided
with guards to prevent children from
burning themselves.

Provide and install guards to existing
radiators.

The property should have a suitable
Fire Risk Assessment, in accordance
with the Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005.

If this is not available or up-to-date,
commission a Fire Risk Assessment and
make allowances for any recommendations.

The property does not have a mains
Install a mains powered fire alarm and
powered fire alarm and detections
detection system.
system. Fire detection is by 2No. battery
powered smoke detectors.

A regular inspection regime should be in Undertake periodic testing and servicing of
place for inspecting and testing the fire the fire detection and warning system.
detection and warning system.

A regular inspection regime should be in Undertake periodic testing and servicing of
place for inspecting and testing the
the firefighting equipment
firefighting equipment

Asbestos

Prepare/review/maintain an Asbestos
Register.

Asbestos surveyor to undertake regular
inspections (yearly) and ACMs to be
maintained in accordance with
recommendations
Sub Total £97,750

£5,050

£5,050

£20,400

£5,050

£5,050

£20,400

£5,050

£191,250

Grand Total

(excluding Services and options highlighted yellow)
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APPENDIX B – PHOTOGRAPHS
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PHOTO 1:
View of Scout Hut from front
boundary. Chainlink fencing and
metal vehicular and pedestrian
gates.

PHOTO 2:
Front and left elevations.
Panted wall finishes weathered
and flaking. Tarmac adjacent
has moss and weeds present
and appears to be spalling.

PHOTO 3:
Left elevation. Painted wall
finishes weathered, windows
distorted.
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PHOTO 4:
Front and right elevations.
Painted wall finishes weathered
and flaking

PHOTO 5:
Rear elevation and fire escape
path. Path covered in moss and
debris. Path not accessible for
wheelchair users.

PHOTO 6:
Grassed area adjacent to right
elevation.
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PHOTO 7:
Grass and other vegetation
overgrown to area adjacent to
left elevation.

PHOTO 8:
Detached garage to be
demolished and replaced.

PHOTO 9:
Steps present to rear access
path. Moss and silt to path
surfaces.
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PHOTO 10:
No handrails to access ramp at
main entrance. Concrete ramp
requires cleaning

PHOTO 11:
Tarmac driveway leading to
entrance with moss and weeds
present. Tarmac appears to be
spalling

PHOTO 12:
Chainlink fences and concrete
posts in reasonable condition
where visible. Decorative
finishes to gates weathered and
metal beginning to corrode –
redecoration required.
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PHOTO 13:
Painted finishes to elevations
weathered and flaking.
Windows distorted and many
have failed possibly due to
weight of unsupported concrete
panels above windows.

PHOTO 14:
Painted finishes to elevations
weathered and flaking.
Windows distorted and many
have failed possibly due to
weight of unsupported concrete
panels above windows.

PHOTO 15:
Staining an d minor previous
repairs to rear elevation.
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PHOTO 16:
Main entrance doors

PHOTO 17:
Public car park to south of
building with gravel to surfaces.
Areas pitted and require
repair/levelling

PHOTO 18:
Public car park to south of
building with gravel to surfaces.
Areas pitted and require
repair/levelling
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PHOTO 19:
Main hall looking to right hand
side

PHOTO 20:
Main hall looking to left hand
side.

PHOTO 21:
Internal fibreboard panels to
underside of roof slopes
damaged and displaced in
areas. Note asbestos survey
indicates asbestos content so
car should be taken if
maintaining or removing.
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PHOTO 22:
Minor cracking and hollow
plaster to wall between hall and
leaders room beneath wall
hatch.

PHOTO 23:
Hatch between kitchen and hall
not fire rated.

PHOTO 24:
Lightweight internal doors are
not fire rated.
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PHOTO 25:
Typical view of windows which
are distorted and some of the
glazed units have failed.

PHOTO 26:
No radiator guards to prevent
children from burning them
selves

PHOTO 27:
Leaders room with hatch to right
hand wall opening into hall – not
fire rated.
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PHOTO 28:
Floor appears to have dropped
slightly with gaps between
skirting and floor. No significant
change since inspection in
2017.

PHOTO 29:
Cracking noted to front wall at
low level between leaders room
and hall.

PHOTO 30:
Windows distorted
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PHOTO 31:
Door to leaders room misfitting
with large gap at bottom. No fire
separation with fire escape
corridor.

PHOTO 33:
Unfixed mats to main entrance
are a possible trip hazard.

PHOTO 34:
Cracking to plaster walls and
ceiling finishes
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PHOTO 35:
Only 2No. battery powered
smoke detectors present.
Installation of mains fire alarm
recommended

PHOTO 36:
Storage room – possible
location for installation of
accessible WC

PHOTO 37:
Cracked plaster to ceiling and
walls in storage room
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PHOTO 38:
Failed double glazed unit to
storage room with condensation
present.

PHOTO 39:
Female WC generally dated

PHOTO 40:
No hot water provided to wash
hand basins in WCs. Install
point of use water heaters or
provide supply from boiler.
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PHOTO 41:
Incoming water supply pipework
and stop valve exposed and
accessible to children using the
building. Recommend
installation of boxing.

PHOTO 42:
1No toilet to female WC
requires repair/replacement

PHOTO 43:
Male WC generally dated
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PHOTO 44:
No hot water provided to wash
hand basins in WCs. Install
point of use water heaters or
provide supply from boiler

PHOTO 45:
Housing to gas and electricity
intake and meters not
particularly secure and could fall
on children if they attempt to
open. Improve or replace with
more secure housing to prevent
unwanted access

PHOTO 46:
Kitchen with hatch in right hand
wall opening to hall. Hatch not
fire rated.
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PHOTO 47:
Kitchen looking to left hand
side. Housing to boiler has been
removed and requires
reinstating.
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